
Company: 
Talkable 

Location: 
San Francisco, CA 

Objective: 
Migrate files without 
changing the existing 
folder structure. 
Replace an existing app 
with XfilesPro. 

Solution: 
Setup XfilesPro without 
business impact, 
reconciled & migrated 
28,000+ files without 
changing the folder 
structure 

Impact: 
They can now see the 
same 28,000+files without 
any change in the folder 
structure. 

Replacing an existing app 
with XfilesPro has brought 
no impact onto the 
business. Talkable 
experienced a smooth 
transition to XfilesPro & 
smooth migration of files 
without any challenges.  

The Objective 

The Solution 

Setup XfilesPro & Migrate 28,000+ Files with the Same 
Folder Structure 

Smart Folder Solution

Talkable is changing the way e-commerce companies acquire and retain 
customers, through one of the most powerful marketing tools - referrals. 
Referral marketing simply incentivizes customers to do what they are 
already doing - recommending their favorite brands to their friends. It 
also allows companies to get new customers cheaply by giving 
advertising dollars directly to customers, rather than to third party 
advertising platforms. 

Talkable wanted all their customer files in Salesforce to be reconciled 
from their previous app to XfilesPro, in an organized pattern within 
folders of different objects. 

They decided to explore XfilesPro, as an effective and organized file 
solution for reconciliation & migration of files with lesser/no 
complications while migrating files in their existing external storage. 
The unique migration process that XfilesPro team created for Talkable 
ensured that they could move 28,000+ files without any issues. There 
were no challenges while replacing an existing app & migrated files 
smoothly. The tasks were accomplished without any issues. 

XfilesPro promised benefits and integrated solutions have made it 
easier for Talkable.  

“The application works 
perfectly and is exactly what 
 I was looking for. The XFiles 
Pro team is the best!” 

Customer Success 
Story - Talkable 

Hayden Sohr 
Sales Development Manager 
Talkable

Contact@xfilespro.com

91-80-40901082

Reconciliation Solution - A unique solution to migrate 
files/folders with no business impact 


